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1. E. Lovinescu, on the Moment of Necessary 'Revisions' 
(1914-1916)

A
S A standing point of my present analysis, I have to bring forward the fact that, 
in Lovinescu’s evolution, one of the indisputable states of grace is related to 
the moment when the Romanian critic reckoned ‘the necessity of revisions’ (^nece
sitatea revizuirilor'). Afterwards, this principle served marvellously as a central pillar to 

his doctrinarian edifice, preceding his theory on the ‘mutation of aesthetical values’ 
(‘mutația valorilor estetice'). The idea of revising things and points of view must have come 
out while he had been re-reading the critical texts, written before the publication of 
Păți pe nisip (Step-Traces in Sand), in order to work them together into a coherent volu
me. The aesthetical dissuasion and discontent should have been so strong insomuch 
that the critic felt actually impelled to re-write from scratch his productions. Thus, in 
the first instance, the concept of‘revision’ refers strictly to formal modifications.

Afterwards, while gradually acknowledging that all things written in the “Flacăra” 
columns (1914-1916) show an evolution from the embellished literary manner to the 
layer of true criticism, Lovinescu starts to count in the moral criterion as a stringency 
which comes along with the First World War. Consequently, contrary to all his ene
mies’ slaughtering opinions, ‘revisions’ are not just the sign of inconsistency, but a 
sheer necessity (intentionally, at least) to constandy refer to a set of specified and stea
dy principles—later on known as the Lovinescian ‘dogmatism’—absolutely requisite to 
critical authority. Călinescu used to notice with his proverbial righteousness that revision 
is “an act of deep critical deliberation,” “a victory of scientific spirit over the scholastic 
amour propre” with “a considerable share in making the critical, as well as the scientific 
truth, a function of the creation-in-progress” [my translation, A.P.].1 Therefore, if this 
programme here really represents ‘an anticipation’ of an aesthetical theory dictating
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that “the expression formulae mutate according to ages and temporary conceptions” [ my 
translation, A.P.],2 let us see, with a stronger accent on concrete examples, how Lovinescu 
actually understands to revise his opinions.

During the First World War, the militant nationalism—repeatedly professed by the 
journalist working for a gazette like “Flacăra”—corresponds to the honest principle 
that morally pressed the disengaged writer to re-engage into public life. As such, one 
should not mistake this type of ethical and social action with those ‘revisions’ maintai
ning the formal chiselling: the youth literary impulses passed into completely changed 
variants when Lovinescu decided to publish them as individual books. The fluctuation 
of personal opinions and critical verdicts seems to be allowed for from the very begin
ning as a natural phenomenon, barely avoidable throughout the mutation of values. 
Yet in the former well-known equation the importance of the critic’s moral conscious
ness rises to an even greater extent, and is assumed, not always straightforwardly, as 
the one and only mechanism enabling the critic to recast conveniently his personality and, 
if the phrase is not too strong, to trim his sails to the wind. Up to a point, having in mind 
the didactical side of Lovinescu’s cultural profession, I do not see why one should 
ignore, giving in to some of the traditional prejudices, the crystal-clear connection bet
ween the two types of‘revisions.’ Moreover, this implies a special understanding of 
personality as a constitutive, organic evolution, crystallized as a dialogue between the pri
vate and public spaces, between ‘person’ and ‘persona? between intimate emotions and 
social mask. The Memoirs stately express it and their accents are not completely mea
ningless. Let us go back to the moment when the critic’s moral crisis flared-up; the 
journalist’s vexation coincides with the commotion experienced by the Romanian 
society during First World War.

Now, the politicians’ cowardice awake Lovinescu’s sense of pride and, next thing next, 
the critic dares to ask that Romania should embark for freedom in the armies of demo
cratic forces. The bold journalist ruthlessly slaughtered those intellectuals who had betrayed 
the national cause and passed to the enemy lines. Among his common-lot victims, one 
might find both Gala Galaction and Arghezi, as well as the eccentric circle of artists gathe
red around Bogdan-Pitești (the reportedly local Maecenas, an eccentric guy with odd 
views, whose cultural role gets larger acknowledgement in late literary histories).3 It is 
obvious that not only the intellectuals were the rotten apple. Notwithstanding their 
real rebuff against greedy conquerors, all Romanians are subjected to error because of 
their millennial endurance, quite impossible to dismiss in spite of rapid modernisation 
of economic and social life. “It’s almost a century since, but for dreaming, we have not 
been doing anything” [my translation, A. P.],4 says the young columnist, while he tam
pers with the idea of the Romanian typical mischief. “We lack a good moral orientation,”5 
he reads further in some other article, “because, during these supreme moments for 
the existence of our people, we have to rise out from the swamp or our contemplation. We must 
change our personality, [my emphasis and translation, A. P.]”6 The called-in great perso
nalities turn nevertheless late and the Romanian people is left without guiding lights: the 
Patriarch sticks to His prayers, the King himself rests on his thoughts. Nicolae Iorga him
self, otherwise noisy and ravaging like a hurricane, keeps an enigmatic silence.
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Yet Lovinescu cannot stand this anymore, and blasts out his eulogy for “the sacred 
war” which would, in his opinion, “meet with the instinct of conservation and unity” 
[my translation, A. P.].7 Once again, due the circumstances, the art for art’s sake infa
tuation and the blank aesthetic judgement look like fancies, criminal fancies in many 
respects. It is just that “during ordinary times the artist’s pen should take a more artis
tic trait,” but “while the very being of our People is at odds, it must serve other duties, 
more sacred” [my translation, A. P.].8 Furthermore, regardless of peace coolness, “our 
literature should assume a national part by leaving the art’s serenity,”9 because, goes on 
the critic, “w live in a country of imitations—not inherent, organic imitations, though, but 
exaggerated and totally pointless ones"" [my emphasis and translation, A. P.].10 Now, whoe
ver knows a whit of Lovinescu’s critical thinking, might fall into the wrong assump
tion that these words were uttered by one of his worst adversaries. In addition, this would 
not be a complete blunder as Lovinescu himself, by choking the artistic heart within 
and his other acquiescence aspirations, steps into the limelight for the first time wea
ring the robe of the People’s spokesperson. While he stands fast on it, his voice is 
strong, but rather impersonal. Over three decades pass, and the old and experienced 
critic rewinds the history threads and, in similar war conditions, his name is written on 
the wall for the alleged ‘aestheticism.’ The accusation is rather severe and echoes like a 
tune all around the tradition of Romanian literary studies.

We consequently call the attention to this untouched hypostasis pertaining to Lovinescu’s 
personality. However, one has to bear in mind the fact that the ethical impetus drives 
away for a while the critic’s artistic whim. Not only that fancy shrinks in front of cur
rent nationalist theories, but also it is now, in the second decade of the 20th century 
that Lovinescu seems to forget his literary vocation. It is at least in this respect that 
‘the revisions’ quit on being a sign of artistic awareness and of self-accomplishment 
passion, as in other periods of the Romanian critic’s life.

2. Looking for an aesthetical tradition

P
UBLISHED IN 1925, Istoria civilizației române modeme (The History of Romanian 
Modem Civilisation} is considered Lovinescu’s top doctrinarian work. Here, the 
author combats against the traditionalist literary trends (namely those called in 
Romanian ‘sămănătorism", ‘poporanism" and ‘neo-Junimism") whose shortcomings used 

to relate to the fact that they wasted away literature to petty themes and wane aestheti
cal formulae. Besides, the so-called ‘traditionalism’ should have been discredited as it 
circled a reactionary ideology which was prone to create the terrible confusion bet
ween ethnic and aesthetic, either of them a value as such, distinguished and dissocia
ted, yet in those times blended together so as to align the Romanian literature to its ‘natio
nal characteristics.’ However, if modern Romanian literature (as an expression of creative 
individualities, sprung by a mature race) came out only in contact with Western cultu
ral forms and had the Romanians not been brought about anything else than folklore 
anonymous tradition before this contamination, then ‘traditionalism’ would be read more 
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like a natural inclination towards past, hence a psychic predisposition (‘a thinking 
habit’, as Lovinescu himself would say).

Therefore, the absence of a literate tradition prior to the genesis of our modern 
civilisation proves nothing else than the incongruity of such a premise: sociologically 
speaking, goes on the critic, there has not been any Romanian ‘traditionalism’ at all.11 
It is true that, as in any other case, the young Romanian nation awoke to self-conscious - 
ness quite late and it lacked those socio-cultural and economical conditions, which, befo
re the dawn of the 19th century, were crucial to individual assertion and literature pro
duction as effects of bourgeois life-style.

One can notice that the argument of the critical endeavour drives at self-justifica
tion: the modernist mouthpiece speaks about synchronic criticism, about topicality, 
also about a modern literature, freed from the obsessions of packed nationalism and folk- 
loric foray. Thence, to be modem means, first, accepting subordination and formally sub
mitting to Western literatures; the psyche stays nevertheless the same, that is, ‘the 
national soul’ of the race. Then it is implied that, beyond the individual variations, the 
community still has a homogenous and organic soul. Deriving the hypothesis that any 
literature represents ‘a chapter of ethnical psychology312—even though the critic was drift, 
at the urge of times, to appreciate and indulge in nationalist, patriotic or biased litera
ture—, Lovinescu does not fall into temptation to look for ‘the national character’ into 
contents, precise attitudes or themes.

The ethnic and psychic imprint of literary contents has obviously its share, but not 
as an essential factor in the process of aesthetical ranking and evaluation. The indivi
dual artist creates, in the likes of the popular artist, yet both of them create within the 
prescribed racial features. The ethnic factor psychologically determines the aesthetic value 
(not becoming in the least a criterion of aesthetical evaluation too!). In the same man
ner, the literate and urban creation grows on a ground that exists nevertheless in the natio
nal folklore, yet placing itself (as expression or literary form) to the opposite side of popu
lar creation. In other words, the aesthetical value presses out a racial sensibility and 
still, as a value, must be judged accordingly to other criteria than the psychological 
ones, namely those linked with the contents of the literary works. The writer’s creative 
abilities are limited or conditioned by race psychology, as well as by a particular language 
tool. In Lovinescu’s own phrase that would sound as following: “the ethnic element is 
hence both language and spiritual content—apparent only at times—in which aestheti
cal values are achieved and whose importance grows clearer during the process of value 
achievement.” [my translation, A. P.]13

Besides all that, it might be inferred that the great error of traditionalists lies in 
their inability to cope with the spirit of the age, wherefrom their strain to turn folklore 
into a fetish as a never-ending and unique source of inspiration for literature. In other 
respects, Lovinescu seems not only to impart the idea that a folklore remake is needed 
(only aesthetically speaking, turning back to tradition represents a counter-productive 
and reactionary movement), but also to accredit such scheme (later on devised by Călinescu's 
history too), where literature grows naturally from popular to cultured forms. A ready
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made scenario foreshadows everything: the way the aesthetic consciousness quiedy sepa
rates from the cultural body.

For the founding father of “S bură to nil” literary circle, modern times are specific by 
the agency of individual consciousness, which, in its turn, validates the aesthetic phe
nomena. The personality is called on to express freely both as a means of emancipation 
from the race psychology and of radical opposition against its traditionalist and stereo
typic expressions (whether linguistic or mental).14 Accordingly, the more a writer illus
trates the frequent themes of ‘the national soul’, complying with the race’s psychologi
cal profile, the greater his loss throughout the irreversible process of aesthetic value 
mutation.

As a matter of fact, the ethnic and psychological factors lose their relevance within 
the boundaries of lettered culture because the modern life seems so glued up that the 
ethnic diversity gets levelled and, on the contrary, the importance of updating gains 
ground. The Romanian critic used to translate wide from Latin and the idea we have just 
resumed looks similar to the ‘saeculum* Tacitus mentioned in his histories. In Lovinescu’s 
mind, what the Romanians would borrow from Western culture, chiefly as forms of 
expression, must bear away once and forever the folkloric pattern and bring us out 
from the dumbness of a typified creativity that is ethnographically determined. Hence, 
did the modern Romanian civilization see daylight as a consequence of a revolutionary 
process (which implies on the one hand, to cut off with the past and the subsequent popu
lar tradition, and, on the other, to plug into the Western culture through imitation, which 
fits with the other notorious story about ‘burning out the stages’ / “arderea etapelor”}, 
it turns out that not only its inner natural development is questioned, but also the pos
sibility to actuate and figure out, step by step, all the evolution cycles the Occidental part
ners had undertook. Coming under the incidence of European spirit exactly when 
Romanticism clocked in, the Romanian literature could not turn and look back. Yet, once 
raised to a new ‘lettered’ life, it has to put itself on the map and turn things around.

3. Is there a Romanian Symbolism?

P
LANNING TO frame up a Romanian aesthetic tradition, Lovinescu underlines the 
fact that the birth under the star of Romanticism led to a distressful confusion 
between ethnic and aesthetic principles. During the first stage, marked by a 
natural effusion towards the national idea, the turmoil of values can and should be 

tolerated; yet, once with the triumph of modernity and once one has in sight the ways 
in which literature tends to create a haughty and autonomous language, dissociation 
failures seem roughly unacceptable. Consequendy, the claim to dissociate the aesthetic 
traits from other values (obstinately referred to), proves to come in the aftermath of 
the theories establishing ideas such as literary language specialization and self-determi
nation; the mechanism seems clearer in the course of poetry evolution, from Poe to 
Baudelaire, going on by Rimbaud and Mallarme, and reaching at Valéry or T S. Eliot.
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Lovinescu has the merit to guess quite well the direction of this growth: mostly when 
he identifies that the aesthetical value of literature lies in its capacity to suggest and 
intimate things; language is thus treasured as a privileged act, beyond any kind of 
‘ideas’ and ‘contents.’ The critic also underlines the high demand to synchronise Romanian 
literature with the Western standards, which should bring about the contraction of 
Romanticism. Moreover, as long as the Romantic patterns carry forth an air of obso
lescence, the rising Symbolism should be imported. The critic suggests that only the 
Symbolist movement integrates the most important features of modernism (namely, sug
gestion, musicality, the autonomy of language, burning down the distinction between 
form and content and so forth) and gives our literature the chance to attach to the higher 
worlds of pure aesthetic values, unmixed with ethic and ethnic additions.

The thesis referring to artistic autonomy and music priority among arts—concur
ring with the headline idea that, in Paterian words, “all art constantly aspires towards 
the condition of music” because “all arts set a goal that only music succeeds to fulfil 
thoroughly: the indistinct fusion of matter and form” [my emphasis, A. P.]15—developed 
later on the well-known theory about the offshoot of creativity as a process convoluted 
and embedded in the unconsciousness. In reality, the critic from “Sburàtorul” delivers 
himself to the direct influence of Schopenhauer’s viewpoint (re-featured afterwards by 
Nietzsche and his modem company). The German philosopher believes that music would 
be the only means of representation prior to the intelligible forms of reality, which can 
get to ‘the intimate core,’ to the hidden kernel of the world. Therefore, for Schopenhauer’s 
Romanian apprentice, the creative process bears a cognitive function (see also Lovinescu’s 
Memoirs) and springs out from an unconscious origin which connects the artist with 
the essence of things, with that universalia ante rem alluded to in the Middle Ages 
texts. There is only one step from this kind of conjecture—the nondescript and inef
fable things are to be conveyed exclusively through musical channels—to the assertion 
that Symbolism alone can be declared the ‘ars magna.’ That is, by breaking all chains, 
it can concentrate solely to its production mechanism or, as the Romanian poet Ion Barbu 
would put it, the art as a pure act of Narcissism.

The Symbolist poetics (and, let us not forget, also Bergson’s reflections on dura
tion and the intuitive knowledge) illustrates a larger suspicion towards the conceptual 
language, which pass over to Lovinescu’s critical discourse. He bears it in mind not 
only as a philosophical shibboleth, but also as a way to enlighten the creation mecha
nisms. However, falling back upon principles such as unconsciousness or vague impul
sive strains and predispositions goes altogether with his basic intention to circumscribe 
a personal method that has not found yet its way of action. The ‘predisposition’ men
tioned just before—believes the modernist spokesman—does not crop up on a virgin 
ground; actually, an intense and sustained mental training prepares and impels the uncons
cious drives to come out and the mechanism shall work as the artist’s distinctive heral
dic sign.16 There lies art, no matter its quota, both in literature and in criticism proper, 
as long as the critic disentangles the creative process—that is, the ineffable of the artis
tic work, its ‘musical’ tune—only within creation frame, helped by intuition and artis
tic talent. This way, Symbolism serves wonderfully as a departure tarmac for Lovinescu’s 
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exciting theories on the intuitive method and musical core of artistic products. Firstly, the 
brand new insight into artistic acts gets a description close to the analogical process implied 
by the ‘hermeneutic circle;’ secondly, the musical core seems to be located imprecisely, 
as Ion Negoițescu noticed, in the “pre-rational horizon” (not yet irrational!) of a rather 
“imprecise and dim conception” [my translation, A. P.].17

Everything goes perfectly fine, up to the point when Lovinescu turns out some 
other passages and, clashed in his polemics against Ovid Densușianu, he is on the 
verge to severe the aesthetical principle (hitherto understood as an expression of sensi
bility) and the intellectual factor. This time, Symbolism is branded as “a reaction against 
intellectualism,” which “has nothing to do with the energetic conception about univer
se.”18 Nonetheless, the old links of modern literature with the High Romanticism, 
now relieved from verbal emphasis and rhetoric, are as clear as daylight. Călinescu 
himself used to consider Symbolism as knowledge poetry, while, in the same concerns, 
a competent specialist like Hugo Friedrich coined the very inspired phrase of ‘de- 
Romanticised Romanticism.’ Astounding enough, Lovinescu does not signify in the same 
manner the term ‘Symbolism’ and bestows on it a plural definition. Now, he prefers to 
handle a rather confining understanding: since this artistic trend refers to ‘humanity in 
general’, neither the ‘particular,’ nor the ‘national’ traits are mentionable. Therefore, 
Symbolist art feeds from “the world of instincts,” “being rather a question of physiolo
gy than of psychology.” [my translation, A. P.]19 In any case, does Symbolism illustrate 
the emergence of a purely aesthetic literature, then the aesthetical value resorts to instinct 
and physiology as well; consequently, it hints at sensibility (and not in the least at 
intellect!), which pertains to instinct and unconsciousness. This determines a trans
gression of borders, marked either by the ethnic factor or race psychology, while sensi
bility (mainly that of young peoples) gets moulded not by traditions, but accordingly 
to the spirit of the age.

Bearing in mind the stress on synchronisation and agreement with the Occident, 
Symbolism should have leapfrogged our literature straight to universality, beyond the lin
guistic restrictions and corresponding to the Symbolist poetics which, relying on sug
gestion and musicality, makes possible a clean-cut distinction between the aesthetic aspects 
and the other values comprised by the literary7 work. At any rate, I daresay things are 
not just as we have expected: Lovinescu is driven by his old ethnicism and presumes 
that the Symbolist movement represents a mimetic phenomenon, namely “the syn
chronic product of a literary attitude spread through contagion.” [my translation, A. P.]20

Thus, it is totally wrong to profess that Lovinescu considered Symbolism as a com
pulsory stage on the progressive course of our literature: first of all, the Romanian cri
tic had never come to terms, at least on the theoretical level, with the idea that the 
minor literatures might retread the great histories of major literatures; secondly, his 
trust in Symbolism deflates dramatically and he comes to consider this artistic movement 
a sort of peripheral and isolated phenomenon, a commonplace artistic development among 
others. What Symbolism really brought out, as well as Modernism, is the positive dis
tinction between aesthetic and ethnic traits. Yet, this did not add anything to the inner 
value of the artistic product. On the contrary. A writer, the critic says, cannot be ‘uni- 
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versai’ unless he is primarily ‘specific.’ Therefore, the adjoining of aesthetic factor to other 
literary features seems to work better in literature’s interest than the puritan ideas such 
as language autonomy and aesthetic expurgation.

An ethnic point of view on the aesthetic value makes null and void the lines about the 
importance of suggestion and musicality in Symbolist poetics. Not only the poetic lan
guage in particular, but also the language in general become potentially suggestive, 
whereas the aesthetic element receives the following definition: it is “an autonomous 
value impressed in an ethnic material through language and spiritual content.”21 Hence, 
Lovinescu believes that the literary value depends on the way the aesthetic factor is 
able to relate and occur together with the other values. The host of “Sburătorul” argues 
that Romanticism represents the most suited literary movement for our race’s sensibili
ty; on the contrary, Symbolism would be nothing but a transient fashion, gifted for theo
ries, yet barely able to come up with authentic literature.

The sheer contradiction is as clear as crystal. On the one hand, Symbolism cannot 
grant anymore our attachment to Western literature, since it does not encourage the 
detachment of aesthetic from ethic traits. The hailed theory just a while back falls into 
disuse and disfavour because it carries forth the germs of the decadent and languid 
sensibility. On the other, Romanticism bears a fertile aesthetic impurity, much to the natu
re and spirit of our young literature. While Symbolism appears to be a minimalist 
trend resorting to the figures of literature’s dissolution, Romanticism has always held out 
a maximal poetics, ascertaining a full creative strength, allowing any person and natio
nal soul to express freely.

So, the Symbolist movement does not comport “the universal character of Romantic 
movement; having a purely aesthetic essence, without either a nationalist contingence or 
an attitude on life, it could not have had a consistent influence on large areas.” [my trans
lation, A. P.]22 But, by importing Symbolist manner, the Romanian landscape comes to 
witness—the critic remarks—the outstanding birth of‘the aesthete’, a species rather queer 
than apt to be admired, “a type which is able to perceive the aesthetic values as such.” 
[my translation, A. P.]23

To separate what belongs to the aesthetic field from the other values seems to be 
also the Symbolists’ great aspiration: what they used to call beauty concerns mainly 
the way the human sensibility changed in contact with a growing cosmopolitan life, slight
ly losing its grasp to the ethnic grounds. Here, Lovinescu makes an exquisite remark 
on Romanian minorities. It is not irrelevant—says he—that the Jewish authors acted a 
dramatic role in the process of modernisation or Europenisation, along with the other 
writers bom in the urban regions and bred as middle-class offsprings; this group seems 
to be more dynamic and prone to an easy acculturation. In effect, the plea for moder
nity does not hint at dropping one’s nationality (as in the formalist theories); it impli
cates nonetheless that Romanians should assert their national character in a more tame 
or refined manner, adequate to the spirit of the age.

Little wonder that, charged with the assessment of avant-gardes, Lovinescu rejects 
their aesthetic radicalism whereas hails the launching of innovative writers such as Rebreanu, 
Nichifor Crainic, Ion Pillát, and Blaga, all of them authors that succeeded to create in 
a modern fashion (as “expression”), preserving at the same time their ‘specificity5 (as
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‘contents’). In a nutshell, Lovinescu’s modernism and theories on synchronization appear 
to be formal and rather shallow imperatives, whilst what it is presumed as literary ‘content’ 
roots invariably in ‘tradition’, defined and explained as ‘race psychology’. Henceforth, 
one can understand easily Călinescu’s paradoxical sentence on how ‘traditionalism’ could 
sometimes be translated plainly as a form of modernism.

4. Romanticism, Romanian-ism 
and the impurity of aesthetics

A
s WE might have noticed, Lovinescu denies the existence of traditionalism only 
on a formal and rather superficial level. As imitation of past models, it is des
picable; as psychological reaction, compatible with the race’s spirit, it repre
sents a reactionary attitude distinguishing nations among each other, a fashionable lite

rary gesture, perfectly accorded to Western patterns. Psychologically speaking, let us 
subscribe to the idea that national literature works as “the expression of collective soul, 
in his innermost and enduring side” [my translation, A. P.],24 therefore, related to social 
ideology and progressist trends, it stands as a reactionary force.25 This way, Lovinescu 
anticipates Virgil Nemoianu’s theories on the relationship between literature (namely, 
what has been called ‘the secondary’) and ideology, getting really close to Antoine 
Compagnon’s ‘anti-moderns’ (which stand for the ‘reactionary’ side of modernity as well). 
To boil down the matter, let us all agree that only theoretically the historian of modern 
Romanian civilization champions ‘the strong values’ of modernity and the necessity to 
catch on reality. In his inner world, in the deep recess of the critic’s psychology, there is 
a strong conservative bias, ‘anti-modern’ to a point (in the same way the French scho
lar designates it).

Furthermore, the ‘anti-modern’ Lovinescu distrusts Symbolism in an obvious man
ner: its decadence does not meet with our race’s vigorous metabolism. Minor Romanticism, 
classically shaped and folklore-inspired, rests the only form of art proper to the Romanian 
people, to this shepherd soul unspoiled by the taste of relativity and self-diffidence. 
Only once with the rise of bourgeoisie—a social phenomenon correlated to the modern 
lifestyle—the emergence of Romanticism virtually becomes a characteristic form of 
sensibility, which shall find later a proper artistic expression. Notwithstanding its deve
lopment, the Romanian bourgeoisie acquired pretty late a class consciousness, apt to 
enhance its historical action. However, things did not proceed as elsewhere and our midd
le-class flourished in ‘specific,’ let us say, typically Romanian, conditions. Paradoxically, 
the first mediators of integration into the Western world came from the Orient: the 
Phanariote fry and the Russian officers (see also Kiseleffs reforms) are believed to be 
the most eager agents of Europenization. The thesis is confirmed by several authors 
among whom we should mention Pompiliu Eliade’s De l’influence française sur l’esprit 
public en Roumanie (1898), D. Popovici’s La littérature roumaine à l’époque des lumières 
(1945), and, last but not least, Neagu Djuvara’s delicious book entitled Între Orient și 
Occident. Țările române la începutul epocii modeme (1995).
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For that reason, ‘the taming’ or what can be properly called ‘the classicization’ of 
Romanticism by means of ethnic adequacy follows the line of a natural process which 
implies either getting close to folk creation, or borrowing (in the first place, on Greek 
channels) from foreign canonical forms. Opting for either the national folklore or the let
tered European tradition generates all the same a real gap between what is being writ
ten ‘for the common people’ and what for the urbane, cosmopolitan and cultivated public. 
In Lovinescu’s opinion, the typological differences between the two approaches shall 
extinguish once surpassed the social disparities and once the literates are able to render 
the nation’s soul under a modern guise. The Romanian critic resorts to Durkheim in 
order to prove that, unless our society will open to a collective international life and accept 
the bourgeois values, this scheme is not likely to come true.26

Therefore, in spite of its necessity in times of national constitution, nationalism sounds 
obsolete and reactionary in the context of modern times; Lovinescu refuses to call it 
‘patriotism’ and considers it an expression of psycho-mental inertia.27 As the educated 
people from towns embrace more hastily the non-national tunes, it follows that the 
folks in the countryside stick to nationalist art because this is the particular manner to 
show off the rural mind inertia. By traditionalism one must read, in Lovinescu’s own 
way, a rural soul’s reaction to the progressist ideology and novelty imports; what makes 
it a real identity brand of our people’s psychology and ethno-type is only the proportion.

5. Nationality, rurality, primitivism

A
S ALREADY proved, the traditional society in Romania was split into two classes, 
namely the landowners (who were also those acceding to education), and the 
labouring peasants (in their majority, illiterate folks).28 Between boyars and 
peasants, things adjust to each other according to feudal customs, preserved in order 

to shed legitimacy unto their natural co-habitation and welfare, which resembles the fami
ly-life patterns. In this respect, the most authorised experts bring arguments that this is 
precisely the best society-model which fits us best: the archaic and pastoral civilization, 
together with an assumed minor culture, built on ethnographic premises. Lovinescu 
thinks nonetheless differently. For him, our oldest identity landmark, in plain words, 
the Latin trait itself, recalls the process of modernization.

Otherwise, the critic does not utter a thing about trauma caused by mentality dis
placements. In effect, the Romanians seem to be naturally predisposed to adopt evol
ved forms of culture and civilization. Consequently, when the Romanian writer resorts 
to traditional forms, his virtual fallacy" is due to unfriendly historical conditions and to 
an acquired religion (the Orthodoxy) which has inhibited creativity. Wherefrom the ruth
less criticism against traditionalism (claiming a similar reaction against subjacent social 
forms) and the apology of modernization as a stirring agent for race’s creativity.

The traditionalist writers’ distrust regarding modernity becomes heavier as, under the 
pressure of foreign factors, the social mutations grow more and more brutal. On the first 
place, the Romanian economy falls under the incidence of foreign capital instead of mee
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ting with the market requirements and of becoming truly functional. By that, the socie
ty splits dramatically and witnesses a phenomenon called by Gherea ‘neowbăgtsm* (neo
serfdom), which implies that the breach between the rich and the poor, as well as that bet
ween the countryside and town, grows bigger. This being the case, ‘neo-serfdom’ leads 
to the fact that “the land-property belongs to the bourgeoisie, whereas the labour rests 
on a feudal basis;” [my translation, A. P.]29 thus the burgeons and liberal institutions (the 
empty patterns of Western civilization) run over the “half-feudal production relation
ships.” As a matter of fact, during feudalism the peasant’s (the serfs) situation was consi
derably better than the rude exploitation of modern landholders; it is interesting that, 
among old boyar families, there are some who get ruined and, subsequently, tilt down to 
their former serfs, joining their war against their common bourgeois enemies.

Literature accommodates well this new social and economical reality; the interac
tion between aristocrats and peasants is presented quite idyllically, without major fric
tions, whereas the face of the merchant (whether landowner or pawnbroker) casts out 
hellish and rather grotesque accents both in the negative sense of their profession, and 
in the psychological quarter, totally unsuited to our race’s temper. Further on, it is not 
surprising at all that, within our literary space, ‘the foreigner’ becomes the main des
tructive agent for the Romanian national soul. In all likelihood, Lovinescu receives 
here some echoes from Eminescu’s theories on the superposed social layer. If the wri
ter (brought up either among peasants or aristocrats) aligns to this ethic conformism 
by a correspondent psychological reaction, then he vouches a negative attitude towards 
bourgeoisie, and implicitly towards modernity.

Likewise, the ‘sămănătorism* the ‘poporanism* and the rest which comes out from 
the dough of traditionalism, irrespectively of their ideological nuances, must be unders
tood as temper moods sui generis, reactionary to modernity, yet specific for the race’s psy
chology (unless one ignores the Latin sediments!). If we take for instance the intellec
tual’s compassion for the peasant’s hard life, Lovinescu believes that this is not an attitude 
socially justified, like the so-called ‘pay-back’ (datorii uitate), frequently mentioned by the 
‘poporanists* It is, in actual fact, an emotion which belongs to the ethno-type composi
tion itself. Contrary to all that, the lyric and emotional excess shaped by a particular 
Orthodox vein, regularly evinced by younger nations, can be converted in a creative 
product only by giving up the traditional means of expression for much innovative 
and flexible ones.

6. An inaccurate concept: Lovinescu’s 'modernism'

O
N A closer examination, Lovinescu does not present himself, as handbooks have 
usually taught us, as a rough ‘aesthete’ or ‘formalisti, a tireless apologist of moder
nity. As we have shown above, modernization should be made with due care 
and quite moderately. Symbolism, for example, is commended as the only ‘aesthetic’ alter

native as such, yet, in spite of that, it is punctually slaughtered. After a keen critical exam, 
Romanticism gets more brownie points: its aesthetic impurity seems to have encouraged 
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the assertion of both the national soul and race’s genius; it is fair to add that this hap
pened through sheer imitation of foreign models and assiduous re-visiting of folklore. 
Romanian Romanticism—it should be expressly and emphatically said—puts together 
tradition and modernity within heterogeneous aesthetic forms, proving by that an 
amazing ability to cope with foreign borrowings and clip them according to the race’s 
spirit. Originality, we are lead to believe, does not count on the number of inventions 
and patents; it is though accounted by a particular talent to assimilate and accommo
date new things, which proves that our literature actually crystallized as a homogenous 
matter, with a distinctive identity, branded under the star of Romanticism. Briefly, it 
appears that between modernism and traditionalism (both of them inheritors of the great 
Romantic upsurge), the critic settles a polar relation, reflecting on the ideological scale 
a few temper moods of the Romanian psychological pattern. Moreover, beyond the 
proper similitude with couples of notions such as ‘muntenism" vs. ‘moldovenism" (allegedly, 
the old fight between the North and the South), the opposition brings into the open 
the writer’s temper on society matters, ideologically expressed either reactionary or 
progressively.

It is obvious that such an imponderable cannot stand as a valid criterion for accura
te aesthetical evaluation. In any case, when he delivers articulate aesthetic judgements, 
Lovinescu is prone to jumble things and, blinded by his own affective drives or only 
by his specific ‘accomplice-receptivity3, he gets to a point where a new meaning to pro
gress and novelty is added. So, in spite of potential modern devising, the rural theme 
in literature cannot raise to top-level expectations because “it lacks intellectuality and com
plexity.”30 Such drastic verdict is not determined by any objective or formal criterion; 
the critic’s motivation is rather empiric, presumably dictated by the militant and polemic 
rhetoric of his critical discourse. However, the same theories aver that rural literature 
conveys the race’s collective soul; in this case, if the Romanian soul could be caught in 
a modern form and elude the eternal patterns of folk culture, then it has all chances to 
illustrate, through the process of‘differentiation,’ a genuine value.

Furthermore, if the creator’s freedom should manifest itself within the boundaries 
of race’s coordinates—one must have always bear in mind that our race is considered 
chiefly primitive and rural—then it follows that either the Romanian writer is doomed 
to his race’s primitivism or the theory which presumes a certain ethnic determination 
on the aesthetic factor is false. Can individual creativity assert itself freely, beyond race’s 
limitations? We might expect that Lovinescu does not clear the matter. Nor can we 
find our whether ‘the rural soul’ falls under the head of the writer, of fictional charac
ters or of lyrical voices. Such distinctions are mighty useless since everything lies on 
psychological waters.

When dealing up with the traditionalist literature, the critic blasts neither its speci
fic figures and techniques, nor its braggart modernism. He has always in mind ‘the 
rural soul’, now virtually unable to express anything on a high-scale aesthetic level. On 
the other hand, Lovinescu must have forgotten what he used to say about psychologi
cal categories that cannot be converted into an aesthetical category. Arguable enough, the 
hypothesis that the rural soul would be inferior was dismissed by Călinescu right away: 
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he claimed the peasant did not lack spiritual complexity, nor spirituality in general, yet 
it appears he lacks it because of a distinct type of conformism, related to the popular 
tradition canons. As both the unpredictable element and the will to individualize failed 
to occur, it was widely assumed that the peasant’s soul resembles the void, where no events 
happen (after Duiliu Zamfirescu issued it, the phrase raised in its career, being reitera
ted not only by Lovinescu, but also by Camil Petrescu, Mircea Eliade and so on). If 
the countryside people are used indeed to live automatically, the intellectual (carrying a 
more differentiated and individualized soul) needs to resort to manifold ways of exis
tential expression (yet, not the most valuable, as Lovinescu used to believe). Subsequently, 
intellection would represent only a spirit’s movement or language, which the rural 
folks (and literature as well) could dispense with. Călinescu also added that perhaps 
literature relies not on psychology, but on human soul in general.

Subscribing to Càlinescu’s warning, I would like to round the argument by saying 
that, in spite of its opaqueness to analysis, the human soul does not comport qualitati
ve mutations derived from the virtual fluctuations of life-conditions. It might bear on 
only structural modifications. In a word, the distinction between ‘rural’ and ‘urban’ is not 
relevant in the process of aesthetic judgement. Therefore, the presumed necessity of 
thematic change and re-branding, that is, rural-urban substitution, seems to be chal
lenged merely by sociological conditions, as a signal of a pragmatic projection tou
ching on reality-nearness and expression diversity. However, not even the sociological 
grounds back up Lovinescu’s ‘law3; instead, Pierre Bourdieu considers that the lot of lite
rature does not consist of reality reflections, because “at the basis of the functioning of 
all social fields, whether the literary field of that of power, there is the illusio, the invest
ment in the game.”31 Thus, it seems that literature estranges from reality when one expects 
the less: at all rates, the mimesis does not allow the writer a space to break through, but 
on the contrary, a space to break into reality.

Lovinescu is not that shrewd as we might imagine if he commissions literature to 
faithful and objective reality-reflection, on the course of modernization, while the Romanian 
society capsizes from tradition to modernity: For a highly esteemed cultural figure, this 
looks like an amateurish and rather journalistic approach. Obviously, the reputed syn
chronic criticism grows more and more biased and dogmatic: the critic slants his own 
aesthetic formula and abusively appreciates it as the one and only modernist sample.

This way, helplessly twisting the threads of theories he himself is now unable to disen
tangle, the master from “Sburătorul” circle ends by asserting (and also theorizing) his 
bare right to err. He is, the same as in his former heydays, the impersonated image of 
those common-lot reviewers, who are allowed to be carried away by short-lived enthu
siasms since they are accustomed to check their intuitions within a set of hornbook 
principles which have at least the merit to accredit, under way, the evolution of literary 
forms. As such, Lovinescu discovers that, notwithstanding its unsteadiness, the critic’s 
exercises should have at least a moral legitimacy. Leastwise.
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Abstract
E. Lovinescu's Doctrinarian Crystallization. Before and After the First World War

The present essay endeavours to throw a glimpse into the genesis of Eugen Lovinescu’s train of 
thought, chiefly into those keynote critical ideas currcndy known amongst scholars as “moder
nism,” “synchronism,” “the mutation of acsthctical values” and so forth. Some of them appa- 
rendy had already crystallized before the First World War and yet gained real ascendancy only in 
the inter-bellum period and only as a reverberation of the Liberal doctrine circumscribed by 
“Sburătorul” circle and by the modernist critic’s great synthesis, Istoriei civilizației romane moder
ne (The History of Modem Romanian Civilization). Therefore, a consistent part of our analysis focuses 
on Lovinescu’s paradoxical and, most of the times, wry definitions and understandings of “moder
nity” and “modernism.” They bespeak not only the critic’s attempt to find and neutralize, throu
ghout convincing explanations, the real source of these contradictions—that is, the particular traits 
of Lovinescu’s own psychology and somehow “in-between” personality—, but also a similar 
process of relocation and neutralisation which can be traced in the Romanian society itself. Our 
psychological assumptions on both transitional society and its prominent figures led to a mirro
red scheme: the theoretical and doctrinarian inconsistencies (a certain blending of Liberalism 
and Conservatism in Lovinescu’s own discourse on “the necessity of revisions”) cannot be per
ceived but as a system of communicating vessels which senses the deep social convulsions wor
ked out after either World Wars.
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Modernity, Modernism, Tradition, Traditionalism, Liberalism, Conservatism, Theory of Revisions, 
Mutation of Aesthetic Values, Transition, In-between Personality


